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Abstract

In many multiagent settings, a decision must be made based
on the preferences of multiple agents, and agents may lie
about their preferences if this is to their benefit. In mecha-
nism design, the goal is to design procedures (mechanisms)
for making the decision that work in spite of such strategic
behavior, usually by making untruthful behavior suboptimal.
In automated mechanism design, the idea is to computation-
ally search through the space of feasible mechanisms, rather
than to design them analytically by hand. Unfortunately, the
most straightforward approach to automated mechanism de-
sign does not scale to large instances, because it requires
searching over a very large space of possible functions. In
this paper, we describe an approach to automated mechanism
design that is computationally feasible. Instead of optimizing
over all feasible mechanisms, we carefully choose a param-
eterized subfamily of mechanisms. Then we optimize over
mechanisms within this family, and analyze whether and to
what extent the resulting mechanism is suboptimal outside
the subfamily. We demonstrate the usefulness of our ap-
proach with two case studies.

Mechanism Design Preliminaries
Mechanism design deals with making social decisions in
systems involving multiple agents. For a given domain, let
O be the set of all possibleoutcomes(social decisions). For
example, in resource allocation problems, an outcome spec-
ifies who wins which resources, and, if monetary payments
are allowed, how much each agent pays. We generally as-
sume that the agents are rational in a game-theoretic sense,
and that each agent’s preferences are private information for
that agent. LetΘ be the space of all possibletypesthat
agents may have, where agenti’s typeθi contains alli’s pri-
vate information. We generally focus ondirect-revelation
mechanisms, in which each agent makes a reportθ̂i ∈ Θ
of her preferences to the mechanism, which then makes the
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decision based on these reported types. Hence, a mecha-
nism is a functionf : Θn → O, wheren is the number
of agents. (If randomized mechanisms are allowed, then a
mechanism is a functionf : Θn → ∆(O), where∆(O) are
the probability distributions overO.) Of course, each agent
may lie so that̂θi 6= θi. By a result known as therevela-
tion principle, we can restrict attention to direct-revelation
mechanisms that incentivize truthful reporting. A mecha-
nism isstrategy-proofif each agent is best off reporting her
type truthfully, no matter what her type is and no matter what
the other agents report. A mechanism is(ex post) individu-
ally rational (IR) if each agent’s utility is always nonnega-
tive (as long as she reports truthfully), so that participating is
always optimal. The goal is to design a mechanism that sat-
isfies all the desired properties, and performs well according
to some objective. Example objectives include maximizing
expected/worst-casesocial welfare(sum of the agents’ utili-
ties) as well as maximizing expected/worst-caserevenue(to-
tal payment collected from the agents by the mechanism).

Automated Mechanism Design
Traditionally, economists have designed mechanisms man-
ually, based on analytical techniques. This has resulted
in many good mechanisms, such as the VCG mechanism.
However, there are many different variants of the mechanism
design problem, depending on the specific desired properties
and objective, and many of these variants remain unsolved.
Often, they correspond to very difficult optimization prob-
lems, and the solutions can take very complex forms. This
is where automated mechanism design can be of help.

The first precise general formulation of the automated
mechanism design problem was given by Conitzer and
Sandholm (2002). More details on the general formula-
tion can be found in a chapter by Conitzer (2006). Au-
tomated mechanism design (broadly interpreted) has also
been used for optimizing over specific families of param-
eterized mechanisms,e.g., (Cliff 2001; Phelps et al. 2002;
Byde 2003; Likhodedov and Sandholm 2005; Vorobeychik,
Kiekintveld, and Wellman 2006; Reeves, Soule, and Kasturi
2007). Our general approach also involves such an optimiza-
tion step. The principle of automated mechanism design has
also been applied to other settings (Jurca and Faltings 2006;
Constantin and Parkes 2007).

The basic idea of automated mechanism design is to solve



for the functionf as a constrained optimization problem,
where the desired properties (e.g., strategy-proofness, IR)
correspond to the constraints in the optimization, and the
objective (e.g., social welfare, revenue) corresponds to the
objective in the optimization.

To illustrate the framework, suppose that we have a prior
distribution p for the true type vector of the agents,p :
Θn → [0, 1]. Let ui(θ, o) be the utility that agenti ob-
tains if she has true typeθ and the outcome iso. Finally,
suppose (for the sake of example) that strategy-proofness is
the only desired property (no IR), we want the mechanism
to be deterministic, and we aim to maximize expected social
welfare. We obtain the following general formulation:

Variable function: f : Θn → O
Maximize
∑

~θ∈Θn p(~θ)
∑n

i=1 ui(θi, f(~θ)) (expected social welfare)
Subject to:
(∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ~θ ∈ Θn, θ′i ∈ Θ)
ui(θi, f(~θ)) ≥ ui(θi, f((θ1, . . . , θi−1, θ

′

i, θi+1, . . . , θn))
(strategy-proofness)

A key problem is that this is a problem of optimizing a
function. The most basic approach to solving such prob-
lems is as follows (Conitzer and Sandholm 2002). If the type
spaceΘ and the outcome spaceO are finite, and we allow
for randomized mechanisms, then it is possible to write this
as a linear program: this is done by defining a probability
variablepf (o|~θ) for each~θ ∈ Θn ando ∈ O. For the case
where we require a deterministic mechanism, we can add the
constraint that each of these probabilities must be in{0, 1}
to obtain an integer program (in the deterministic case, the
problem is generally NP-hard even with one agent). Still,
the scalability of this approach is very limited. One reason
is that both the number of variables and the number of con-
straints are exponential inn. Another problem is that type
spaces are generally not finite and require discretization for
this approach to work. For small instances, this approach
is feasible, and the solutions to these small instances will
sometimes allow us to conjecture more general results, but
generally the limitations on scalability are too constraining.

High-Level Description of Our Approach
Our general approach to addressing the scalability issue can
be described as follows.

• For a specific setting, letΩ denote the set of all feasible
mechanisms.

• Instead of optimizing overΩ directly, we first choose a
suitable subfamilyΩ′ ⊆ Ω based on analytical considera-
tions, where the mechanisms inΩ′ can be parameterized
usingk parameters, so that a vector(c1, . . . , ck) defines a
mechanismfc1,c2,...,ck

∈ Ω′.

• We then optimize over(c1, . . . , ck), which is generally a
much easier problem.

• Finally, we analytically study the suboptimality of the re-
sulting mechanism in the full setΩ.

Unlike in the more basic automated mechanism design
approach described earlier, this approach requires significant
human input: we need to find a good subfamilyΩ′ as well as
a formulation/algorithm for optimizing over this subfamily,
and in the end we need to analyze the suboptimality of the
resulting mechanism by hand. From the perspective of arti-
ficial intelligence, it may be disappointing that the approach
requires so much domain-specific expertise from humans.
On the other hand, we have been much more successful at
contributing new results to microeconomic theory with this
human-machine interactive approach, so we believe that at
this point, this is the best way in which artificial intelligence
can make contributions to the theory of mechanism design.

The key step is choosingΩ′. If Ω′ is too restrictive, then
even if we find the optimal mechanism in it, its performance
will be too suboptimal. IfΩ′ is too general, then the op-
timization problem becomes too difficult again. That is, we
wantΩ′ to be general enough that an (almost) optimal mech-
anism exists inΩ′, andΩ′ to be specific enough that we
know how to optimize over its parameters. Of course, choos-
ing a goodΩ′ is not as simple as doing a binary search on the
specificity-generality spectrum: an unfortunate choice may
result in anΩ′ that is difficult to optimize over and still does
not produce good mechanisms! The point is that there is
some “art” involved in choosing a goodΩ′.

In the remainder of this paper, we present two case stud-
ies corresponding to our previous work. The first studies re-
source allocation mechanisms that redistribute their revenue
to the agents. Here, we found a goodΩ′ with a bottom-up
approach, by finding a natural generalization of some good
example mechanisms. The second studies resource alloca-
tion mechanisms that do not require payments at all. Here,
we found a goodΩ′ with a top-down approach, by increas-
ingly restricting the family of mechanisms until we found
one that is easy to optimize over. In both cases, we obtained
mechanisms that are optimal or nearly optimal even in the
general familyΩ.

Case Study 1: Redistributing Vickrey Revenue
Problem description. We study the problem of allocating
one item amongn agents. An example single-item allo-
cation scenario would be a multi-user computer system in
which a group of users need to decide who gets to use a
certain system resource at a certain time. (Our full research
papers study more general allocation problems; we focus on
single-item allocation here for the purpose of presentation.)
Each agenti has a true valuationvi for the item; if she wins
at a price ofπi, her utility is vi − πi (quasilinear utilities).
Without loss of generality, assumev1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vn.

The standard strategy-proof mechanism for this is the
Vickrey auction: the highest bidder (bidder 1) wins and pays
the second-highest bid,v2. (Because we are interested in
strategy-proof mechanisms, here we do not distinguish be-
tween true and reported preferences.) While this is a natural
mechanism if there is a seller who can collect the revenue
v2, this is not always the case. For example, the agents may
be trying to allocate a jointly owned resource—for instance,
who gets to use our jointly owned machine on the day of the



deadline? In this case, it makes sense for the auction’s rev-
enue to be redistributed to the agents, rather than to simply
throw it away. Unfortunately, doing so naı̈vely will break the
strategy-proofness property: the second-highest bidder will
want to make the highest bidder pay more, if the former re-
ceives a fraction of this payment. In fact, it is not possibleto
redistributeall the revenue and maintain strategy-proofness.
However, it is possible to redistribute alarge fractionof the
revenue, as the next two examples show.
Two example redistribution mechanisms. The first
example redistribution mechanism is called the Bailey-
Cavallo mechanism, which was proposed independently
(from slightly different perspectives) in at least three pa-
pers (Bailey 1997; Porter, Shoham, and Tennenholtz 2004;
Cavallo 2006). The idea is as follows. Giving each agent
an equal sharev2/n of the revenue does not work because
it introduces an incentive for the second-highest bidder to
make the highest bidder pay more. Instead, under the BC
mechanism, each agenti receivesv−i

2 /n, wherev−i
2 is the

second-highest bidamong bids other thani’s bid. (Hence,
v−i
2 = v3 for i ∈ {1, 2}, andv−i

2 = v2 for i ∈ {3, . . . , n}.)
Because it is impossible for an agent to affect her own re-
distribution with her bid, the incentives are the same as in
the Vickrey auction, hence the mechanism is strategy-proof.
The total amount redistributed is2v3/n+(n−2)v2/n, which
is never more than the Vickrey revenuev2 (so the redistribu-
tion scheme is feasible), and it is at least(n − 2)/n of the
Vickrey revenue.

While this is a very natural mechanism, we found (by
hand) a different mechanism that also redistributes a large
amount of revenue, based on a similar idea. Under this

mechanism, the amount redistributed to bidderi is v
−i

2

n−2 −
2v

−i

3

(n−2)(n−3) (wherev−i
3 is the third-highest bid among bids

other thani’s). The total amount redistributed by this mech-
anism isv2 − 6v4

(n−2)(n−3) , which is never more than the

Vickrey revenuev2 and at least1 − 6
(n−2)(n−3) of the

Vickrey revenue (we require thatn is large enough that
1 − 6

(n−2)(n−3) ≥ 0).
Which of the two redistribution mechanisms is better?

Each redistributes more than the other in some cases. How-
ever, if n is large enough, the second mechanism redis-
tributes a larger fraction of the Vickrey revenue in the worst
case. This immediately leads to the question of whether
there are even better redistribution mechanisms, for exam-
ple, usingv−i

4 .
Linear redistribution mechanisms. This also gives us a
very natural subfamilyΩ′ of mechanisms to optimize over,
namely, the mechanisms where the redistribution to agenti
is c0 + c1v

−i
1 + c2v

−i
2 + . . . + cn−1v

−i
n−1 for some vector

of constants(c0, . . . , cn−1). We call this the family oflin-
ear redistribution mechanisms, and each of its members is
uniquely identified by its vector(c0, . . . , cn−1), giving us a
natural parameterization.
Results. To optimize for the worst-case redistribution
fraction, it is possible to set up a linear program for finding
the best values for theci. A few tricks are required to set
up this linear program; the details can be found in (Guo and

Conitzer 2009). This linear program gives us the optimal
solution for any givenn. This allowed us to obtain the
optimal solution for specific values of n using a standard
linear program solver. By inspection of these values, we
were able to generalize these solutions to the case of general
n, to obtain the following mechanism:c0 = c1 = 0 and

ci =
(−1)i(n−1)

∑

n−1

j=i
(n−1

j )

i
∑

n−1

j=1
(n−1

j )(n−1

i )
for i = 2, . . . , n − 1.

The corresponding worst-case fraction of Vickrey revenue
redistributed equals1 −

(

n−1
1

)

/
∑n−1

j=1

(

n−1
j

)

.
Not only does this mechanism perform better than the ex-

isting mechanisms in the worst case, but (from simulations)
it actually turns out that in many cases it also performs better
on average.

The final step is to analyze how suboptimal this mecha-
nism is in the family of all feasible mechanisms. In this case,
it turns out that this mechanism is actually optimal among
all mechanisms—the proof is in (Guo and Conitzer 2009).
It should be noted that this mechanism is not uniquely opti-
mal. Guo and Conitzer (2008c) and Aptet al. (2008) show
that there are mechanisms outside of the linear family that
redistribute at least as much in every case, and strictly more
in some cases—though, of course, they redistribute the same
amount in the worst case.

The mechanism described above was independently de-
rived by Moulin (2009), as the solution to a slightly different
optimization problem. (The solution in our paper (Guo and
Conitzer 2009) is for a somewhat larger class of settings.)
We used similar techniques to find mechanisms that max-
imize expectedredistribution, when a prior distribution is
available (Guo and Conitzer 2008b). Another insight is that
we can sometimes decrease the loss from failing to redis-
tribute by not allocating the items to the agents who value
them most, with the net effect being an increase in wel-
fare (Guo and Conitzer 2008a; de Clippel, Naroditskiy, and
Greenwald 2009).

Case Study 2: Strategy-proof Allocation
without Payments

Problem Description. We now study the problem of allo-
catingm items between two agents, in settings where mon-
etary payments are not feasible (e.g., when we are dealing
with software agents, or in other settings in which there
is no established currency, such as in a peer-to-peer net-
work). We allow for randomized mechanisms (equivalently,
we can consider divisible items). We assume that the agents
have additive utility functions, so that an agent who receives
item j with probabilityaj obtains a total utility of

∑

j ajvj ,
wherevj is her utility for itemj. We can also think ofaj

as the proportion of itemj that the agent receives. In order
to be able to compare agents’ utilities to each other, we as-
sume

∑

j vj = 1 for every agent (when an agent wins all the
items, she is100% satisfied).

Given two mechanisms, if for all possible type vectors,
the social welfare under mechanism one is at leastα times



the social welfare under mechanism two, then we say mech-
anism one isα-competitiveagainst mechanism two, where
α is called thecompetitive ratio, and the maximal possible
competitive ratio is called themaximal competitive ratio.
Our goal is to design a strategy-proof mechanism that has
high competitive ratio against the first-best allocation mech-
anism (the mechanism that always successfully picks the al-
location that maximizes the social welfare—of course, the
first-best allocation mechanism is not strategy-proof itself).
Linear increasing-price (LIP) family. We do not have
a useful characterization of all strategy-proof mechanisms,
nor do we know how to evaluate the maximal competitive
ratio of an arbitrary strategy-proof mechanism (against the
first-best allocation mechanism). We performed a sequence
of restrictions on the family of mechanisms, starting with
all strategy-proof mechanisms and eventually reaching the
family of linear increasing-price (LIP) mechanisms (due to
space constraint, we omit description of the intermediate
families). Any LIP mechanism is characterized by a single
parameterc (c > 0). LIP (c) is defined as follows.

LIP(c) : We flip a coin that determines which agent be-
comes the dictator. The dictator is endowed with1 unit of
artificial currency, which can be used to purchase items. At
any moment, the instantaneous price charged to the dictator
for buying another infinitesimal part of itemj is cxj + c

ec−1 ,
wherexj is the amount of artificial currency the dictator
has already spent onj at that moment. That is, if the dic-
tator spendsx of her artificial currency on itemj, then she
receives that item with probability

∫ x

0
1/(ct+ c

ec−1 )dt. After
the dictator exhausts her artificial currency, the other agent
gets what is remaining.
Results. For at least two items, for anyc > 0, we pro-
posed a technique that computes the maximal competitive
ratio of LIP (c). (To be more precise, the technique com-
putes a close lower bound on the maximal competitive ratio
of LIP (c).) Since the LIP family is characterized by only
one parameter, we simply searched for the values ofc that
correspond to high competitive ratios. For the case of two
items, we found thatLIP (2)’s maximal competitive ratio
is (at least)0.828, which is very close to an upper bound
of 0.841 that we derive for any strategy-proof mechanism.
That is, for the case of two items, it is without much loss of
optimality to focus on the LIP family. However, as the num-
ber of items increases, the competitive ratios become worse.
That is, for large numbers of items, we may want to consider
other families of mechanisms.

Conclusion
We believe that the approach to automated mechanism de-
sign that we have described in this paper, where the ana-
lytical capabilities of a human mechanism designer work in
concert with algorithms that search through restricted fam-
ilies of possible mechanisms, is currently the most promis-
ing avenue for techniques from artificial intelligence to con-
tribute to the theory of mechanism design and (perhaps) mi-
croeconomic theory in general. The human mechanism de-
signer plays an essential role at several points in this pro-
cess. For future research on automated mechanism design,

it would be desirable to find ways to reduce the burden that
is placed on the human designer.
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